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Abstract: Since the content delivery unit over Information-Centric Networking (ICN) has shifted from
files to the segments of a file named chunks, solely either file-level or chunk-level request probability is
insufficient for ICN cache management. In this paper, a Request Expectation Index (RXI) based cache
replacement algorithm for streaming content delivery is proposed. In this algorithm, RXI is introduced
to serve as a fine-grained and unified estimation criteria of possible future request probability for
cached chunks. RXI is customized for streaming content delivery by adopting both file-level and
chunk-level request probability and considering the dynamically varied request status at each route
as well. Compared to prior work, the proposed algorithm evicts the chunk with the minimum
expectation of future request to maintain a high cache utilization. Additionally, simulation results
demonstrate that the RXI-based algorithm can remarkably enhance the streaming content delivery
performance and can be deployed in complex network scenarios. The proposed results validate
that, by taking fine-grained request probability and request status into consideration, the customized
in-network caching algorithm can improve the ICN streaming content delivery performance by high
cache utilization, fast content delivery, and lower network traffic.
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1. Introduction

Currently, the main usage of the Internet is gradually shifting from connection-driven communications,
such as end-to-end conversations, to information-driven communications, e.g., content broadcasting and
retrieval [1]. To cater to this trend, information oriented future internet architectures have been proposed,
such as Data-Oriented Network Architecture (DONA), Publish–Subscribe Internet Technologies (PURSUIT),
Network of Information (NetInf), Content-Centric Networking (CCN) and Named Data Networking
(NDN) [2–8]. The approach of these architectures is commonly called Information-Centric Networking
(ICN) [9,10].

ICN enables transferred information (content) to be named uniquely at the network layer so that
the named content can be forwarded directly without any location information, namely the IP address.
This mechanism favors the deployment of in-network caching, content multicasting, content-level
security, etc. Accordingly, ICN is capable of facilitating the efficiency of data transmission from the
source to the end users.

To further enhance the efficiency of content delivery, in-network caching is adopted, which has
become a distinct research field of ICN [11,12]. The named content in ICN can not only be transferred
but also be temporarily stored in each network device for directly responding to the potential
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subsequent requests. Precisely, in-network caching studies focus on the management of cached
content and aim to shorten the delivery distance between the content source and requesters to enhance
the performance of content delivery [13]. Therefore, an appropriate cache management scheme can
significantly improve the network performance.

Cache management schemes can be classified into cache decision schemes and cache replacement
algorithms. The cache decision scheme focuses on choosing appropriate caching locations in the
network for particular contents to reduce the cache redundance and to improve the cache utilization.
Recent cache decision studies mainly depend on the content popularity [14–19], node features, such as
node capability and importance [20–23], and cache coordination [24–26]. In addition, a per-fetching
based cache decision scheme specifically for adaptive video streaming is proposed in [27], which aims
to maintain high quality video playback to the clients.

A cache replacement algorithm is necessary for each ICN router when the cache decision scheme
is processed. For instance, Leave Copy Everywhere (LCE) and Least Recently Used (LRU) are adopted
to work cooperatively as the default cache management schemes of NDN, as shown in Figure 1.
The cache replacement algorithm for ICN refers to the process that evicts a selected piece of content in
the storage space to make room for incoming content. Cache replacement is not a fresh issue raised by
ICN. For memory management in computers, cache replacement algorithms are designed to improve
memory page utilization. LRU, Least Frequently Used (LFU), First-In and First-Out (FIFO) and the
Optimal replacement algorithm (OPT) [28] (also named Belady’s algorithm) have been proposed to
overcome the access speed difference between the slow auxiliary storage devices and the fast cache
memory. Among these cache replacement algorithms, the OPT algorithm is the most inspiring one
and has been proven to be theoretically optimal [29,30]. The OPT algorithm evicts the item that will
not be accessed for the longest period of time. However, this theoretically optimal algorithm is rarely
implementable because it is difficult to predict when the cached items will be accessed in the future.
In addition, the cache replacement issues for web caching scenarios are well studied [31,32]. These
studies can be classified as recency-based replacement (LRU, HLRU, Pyramidal Selection Scheme (PSS),
etc.), frequency-based replacement (LFU, LFU-Aging, etc.), function-based replacement (Greedy Dual
(GD)-Size, Taylor Series Prediction (TSP), etc.) and randomized-based replacement (RAND, etc.) [33].
Although these cache replacement algorithms are not aiming for ICN, they are excellent references for
designing the ICN cache algorithm.

Figure 1. Default cache management scheme in Named Data Networking (NDN). LCE: Leave Copy
Everywhere; LRU: Least Recently Used.

For the ICN scenario, the performance of the well-known cache replacement algorithms,
e.g., LRU, LFU and FIFO, have been analyzed in [34,35], and new cache replacement algorithms for ICN
have been proposed. A dynamic classification based fast convergence caching replacement algorithm
is proposed [36], which develops a dynamic classification method to reduce the time complexity of
cache inquiry. The CLOCK mechanism based compact Clock with Adaptive Replacement (CAR)
algorithm is introduced to achieve low-complexity approximation and reduce the consumption of
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cache resources [37]. However, these studies mentioned above concentrate on distributing general
independent contents. For a set of organized contents such as video streams, for which requests have
particular behavior, the cache scheme has to be reconsidered.

1.1. Motivation and Contributions

In-network caching specifically for streaming delivery (e.g., video delivery, audio broadcasting
and file distribution) over ICN architectures raises new challenges. Firstly, the cached object has a
different granule size. This variation leads to inadequacy in simply extending the existing file-oriented
caching research results to ICN caching studies, such as the popularity of cached objects and the request
feature [38]. Additionally, for streaming content delivery over ICN, the chunk request sequence for a
file is well ordered rather than generated independently. Thus, the access probability among chunks in
the same file, which we call chunk-level internal probability, is traceable and calculable once the file is
requested. In the case of streaming content delivery over ICN, the correlation in the occurrences of
requests for chunks in the same file needs to be considered. A cache replacement algorithm for layered
video content is proposed [39]. However, the experiment is conducted on a straightforward and linear
network with five nodes, thus the scalability of this proposal is unclear. Two-level popularity oriented
time-to-hold policy (TLP-TTH) [40] also adopts the two levels of popularity and future requests
prediction. Nevertheless, the chunk-level internal probability is not included, which may further
improve the streaming content delivery performance.

In this study, to further improve the ICN streaming content delivery performance of previous
studies, we propose the RXI-based cache replacement algorithm, which aims to enhance cache
utilization and to reduce the content retrieval time and unnecessary network traffic. RXI considers both
the file-level and chunk-level internal request probability and estimates the possible future request
probability according to the dynamically varied request status at each ICN router. Subsequently,
the RXI-based algorithm evicts the cached chunk that has the smallest request expectation in the
future in order to keep a high cache utilization. Moreover, the RXI based algorithm avoids the
additional management overhead, such as messages or control packet transmission, which increases
the network burden to some extent. We have evaluated the proposed algorithm compared with LRU,
LFU, and TLP-TTH in both a hierarchical topology and a hybrid topology. The results indicate that,
in both scenarios, the RXI-based algorithm improves several aspects of network performance and can
be deployed in complexity network scenarios.

1.2. Organization

This paper is organized as follows. We introduce the scenario of in-network caching for streaming
content delivery and our assumptions in Section 2. Then, we present the RXI and RXI-based cache
replacement algorithm in Section 3. In Section 4, we evaluate the RXI-based algorithm in two scenarios
in comparison with the LRU, LFU and TLP-TTH. Finally, a summary and the conclusions of this study
are presented in Section 5.

2. Scenario Description and Assumptions

2.1. In-Network Caching for Streaming Content Delivery Scenarios

Content transmission in ICN is performed through two types of packets: request and data.
The request packet is designed for requesting a target chunk by the chunk name, and the
data packet is for delivering the chunk back to the requester. Unique chunk name is used for
chunk-by-chunk communications in ICN. Generally, the name structure used in ICN is hierarchical,
e.g., /Prefix/FileName/ChunkName, and streaming content such as a video file is typically structured
into chunks, which are transferred in sequence.

The in-networking caching for streaming content delivery is illustrated in Figure 2. Once the
ICN router receives a request, the cache space is traversed according to the chunk name carried by
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the request to locate the target chunk. If the target chunk exists in the cache space, it is forwarded
to the client directly, which results in a cache hit. Otherwise, according to the forwarding strategies,
the request is forwarded to other routers, which leads to a cache miss in this router. Thus, every ICN
router in the network is able to act as a content producer for returning the data chunk directly. For the
ICN router receiving a data chunk, whether to cache is determined according to a cache decision
algorithm, and if the cache space is exhausted, the cache replacement process will be triggered.
The chunk selected by a cache replacement algorithm is evicted to make room for incoming chunks.

Figure 2. In-network caching for a streaming content delivery scenario. ICN: Information-Centric
Networking; CS: Cache Space.

An in-network cache replacement algorithm is designed not only to identify an evictee to make
room for new chunks but also to rationally manage the cache space globally to enhance the network
performance in terms of the cache hit ratio, chunk delivery distance, retrieval time, etc.

2.2. Definitions and Assumptions

In our setting, we make the following assumptions, and our notation is given in Table 1.

• The name of the streaming chunk in ICN is abstracted as two components: the streaming file
name i and the chunk sequence number j, which can be used to distinguish different chunks of
the file (e.g., /3/9).

• The chunk sequence number j is ordered based on the streaming sequence (e.g., the sequence
number of the first chunk is 1, the second is 2, etc.).

• Accordingly, a streaming file fi consists of a set of chunks {Ci,1, Ci,2, ..., Ci,j...}, which are ordered
by the sequence number j, and each chunk Ci,j is assumed to have the same chunk size.

• We assume that the streaming chunks are requested in sequence starting with the first chunk.
• The request duration of fi (the period between the start and end of one continuous user request

for file fi) follows the distribution Q(x). For example, in the case of video, viewers may quit the
session before the end of the video.
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Table 1. Notation. REQ: Request ratio.

Pf (i) File-level request probability of file fi among different files at an Information-Centric Networking (ICN) router.

REQ f (i) Local request ratio of file fi measured at each ICN router.

δt The time unit of the REQ f (i) measurement, e.g., δt = 1s denotes that REQ f (i) is recalculated

each second.

Pfi
(j) Chunk-level internal request probability for chunk Ci,j, which refers to the request probability

for chunk Ci,j among all other chunks within streaming file fi.

IRXI fi
(j) Internal request expectation index (IRXI) of chunk Ci,j.

RXI(i, j) Request expectation index (RXI) of chunk Ci,j.

Q(x) Request duration distribution.

q(x) Probability density function of request duration distribution Q(x).

∆Ti Average request interval of consecutive chunks in file fi.

Mi Total chunk number of file fi, e.g., for chunk Ci,j, j ∈ {1, ..., Mi}.
n Total number of chunks cached in a router.

3. Request Expectation Index Based Cache Replacement Algorithm

3.1. Request Expectation Index RXI(i, j)

RXI(i, j) is the request expectation index of chunk Ci,j, which estimates the expectation of chunk
Ci,j being requested in the future. RXI(i, j) is calculated according to two levels of the request
probability and the recent request status, as shown in Equation (1):

RXI(i, j) = Pf (i)× IRXI fi
(j). (1)

Pf (i) is the real-time file-level request probability of file fi among different cached files in the
ICN router, and ∑N

i=1 Pf (i) = 1. IRXI fi
(j) indicates the internal request expectation index of chunk

Ci,j, which estimates the expectation of chunk Ci,j being requested in the future among the chunks
within the file fi. The difference between RXI(i, j) and IRXI fi

(j) is that RXI(i, j) denotes the request
expectation of chunk Ci,j among all cached chunks and IRXI fi

(j) only reflects the request expectation
among the chunks within file fi. For instance, assume there are two streaming files f1 and f2 and
each file has two chunks, i.e., f1 = {C1,1, C1,2}, f2 = {C2,1, C2,2}. In addition, the file-level request
probability of each file is given by Pf (1) = 0.3 and Pf (2) = 0.7, while, within file f1, the request
expectation of each chunk is given by IRXI f1(1) = 0.8 and IRXI f1(2) = 0.2. Then, in this ICN router,
the request expectation index of chunk C1,1 is RXI(1, 1) = Pf (1)× IRXI f1(1) = 0.3× 0.8 = 0.24.

3.1.1. File-Level Request Probability Pf (i)

File-oriented request probability has been well established in extensive studies. For example,
the request probability for web objects follows the Zipf distribution and Mandelbrot–Zipf distribution
for objects delivered by P2P networks [38]. However, the file-level probability Pf (i) at an ICN router
varies by time and location. Therefore, at each ICN router, the cache replacement should be adjusted
based on the dynamic variation of the local file-level probability.

To achieve this goal, each router monitors the local real-time file-level access frequency to obtain
request ratio REQ f (i), as shown in Figure 3, and the calculation of REQ f (i) is given bellow, as shown
in Equation (2):

REQ f (i) =
Reci
Rec

. (2)
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Figure 3. Monitor the request ratio REQ f (i). REQ: Request ratio; RXI: Request expectation index; IRXI:
Internal request expectation index.

Reci refers to the number of requests for file fi in time period (t, t + δt), and Rec indicates the
total number of request received by this node in the same duration. Additionally, the calculation time
unit δt affects the ability of REQ f (i) to accurately reflect the variation of the local file-level request
probability. REQ f (i) may be changed by the arrival of new requesters; therefore, we stipulate that the
time unit for these calculations is equal to the average time interval for the arrival of a new requester.
In summary, the file-level request probability Pf (i) can be reasonably approximated by the measured
request ratio REQ f (i), as shown in Equation (3):

Pf (i) ≈ REQ f (i). (3)

3.1.2. Chunk-Level Internal Request Probability Pfi
(j)

For the streaming request, the user does not always request all the chunks of the file. The request
probability of different chunks within a streaming file may not be equal. For instance, it is unlikely that
all the viewers watch the whole video from the first chunk until the end. Thus, within a video, there is a
significant request probability gap between the first chunk and the last chunk. Therefore, to accurately
express this request probability difference among chunks within the same file, the chunk-level internal
request probability Pfi

(j) is introduced.
Pfi

(j) denotes the request probability of chunk Ci,j among the other chunks of file fi, and

∑Mi
j=1 Pfi

(j) = 1. For a particular type of streaming file, the request duration follows a certain
distribution [41], e.g., a Pareto distribution (with mean between 54% and 61% of the total video
length) fits well for short videos which last less than 5 min, and the Wellbull distribution (with mean
between 18% and 40% of the total video length) fits well for long videos. Therefore, we assume that
the request duration of fi follows distribution Q(x).

Pfi
(j) denotes the inherent access frequency among chunks within a particular type of streaming

file. According to the statistical characteristics of the request duration distribution Q(x), Pfi
(j) is given

by Equation (4).
In Equation (4), ∆Ti represents the average request interval of a user requesting two consecutive

chunks for file fi. For instance, assume ∆Ti is 1 s; accordingly, the chunk Ci,2 will be requested at
time 1 s, Ci,3 will be requested at time 2 s and Ci,j at time (j − 1) s, etc. Additionally, the request
duration ((j− 1)∆Ti, j∆Ti) refers that the user start to request the file from time 0 and quit between
time (j− 1)∆Ti and j∆Ti. In addition,

∫ j∆Ti
(j−1)∆Ti

q(x)dx denotes the probability that the user request

duration falls within ((j− 1)∆Ti, j∆Ti). According to the assumptions,
∫ j∆Ti
(j−1)∆Ti

q(x)dx indicates the
probability that the chunk Ci,j is requested just before the user drops out of the session. Furthermore,
a user request duration longer than time j∆Ti indicates that chunk Ci,j is definitely requested. Therefore,
according to the Q(x) distribution, the numerator of Equation (4) represents the number of possible
requests for chunk Ci,j. Meanwhile, for the denominator, the request duration (0, ∆Ti) refers that the
user quit requesting before time ∆Ti. Thus, if the request duration is in (0, ∆Ti), there is only one
request for chunk Ci,1, and if it is in (∆Ti, 2∆Ti), there are two requests for chunk Ci,1 and Ci,2 and so
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on. Thus, the denominator indicates the possible total number of requests for file fi based on the Q(x)
distribution. Since the denominator does not vary by sequence number j, we stipulate that it equals
the constant 1

Gi
. Please note that Pfi

(j) can be precalculated once the type of file fi is known and Q(x)
for the file is determined.

Pfi
(j) =

Number o f request f or chunk Ci,j

Number o f total request f or fi

=
1 ·

∫ j∆Ti
(j−1)∆Ti

q(x)dx + 1 ·
∫ (j+1)∆Ti

j∆Ti
q(x)dx + ... + 1 ·

∫ Mi∆Ti
(Mi−1)∆Ti

q(x)dx

1 ·
∫ ∆Ti

0 q(x)dx + 2 ·
∫ 2∆Ti

∆Ti
q(x)dx + ... + Mi ·

∫ Mi∆Ti
(Mi−1)∆Ti

q(x)dx

= Gi ·
∫ Mi∆Ti

(j−1)∆Ti

q(x)dx, (4)

where

Gi =
1

∑k=Mi
k=1 k ·

∫ k∆Ti
(k−1)∆Ti

q(x)dx
.

3.1.3. Chunk-Level Internal Request Expectation Index IRXI fi
(j)

Since we assume that users will request the streaming chunks according to the sequence number,
the subsequent chunks will have a relatively high probability of being requested in the following
time interval. For instance, if an ICN router receives a request for chunk C2,4, the subsequent chunks,
such as C2,5 and C2,6, are likely to be requested later. Therefore, if any of these subsequent chunks have
already been cached, they will have higher access probability.

IRXI fi
(j) is estimated according to the chunk-level internal probability Pfi

(j) and the current
request status of file fi at this router. We record IRXI fi

(j) for every cached chunk in the ICN router
and Update/Recover it promptly. When a chunk is initially cached, the IRXI fi

(j) of the chunk is equal
to the Pfi

(j), as shown in Equation (5):

IRXI fi
(j) = Pfi

(j). (5)

IRXI fi
(j) is updated when the ICN router receives additional requests for the same streaming

file fi. According to the linear request feature of streaming content delivery, a received request implies
that some cached subsequent chunks will likely be requested in the future; thus, the IRXI fi

(j) of the
cached chunks is updated under the following constraints:

1. Ci,j has been cached in the cache space of the ICN router.
2. IRXI fi

(j) updating only occurs when this ICN router receives a request for chunk Ci,g of the same
file fi.

3. The sequence numbers j of the cached chunks are larger than the sequence number of the received
request, i.e., j > g.

The IRXI fi
(j) value is updated on the basis of the Pfi

(j) gap between the just-received request
Ci,g and the first chunk of file fi, as shown in Equation (6):

IRXI fi
(j) = Pfi

(j) + ∆µ, j > g, (6)

where ∆µ = Pfi
(1)− Pfi

(g).

∆µ is calculated according to the following considerations. First of all, if there are no new users
requesting file fi, the chunk Ci,g having just been requested refers to the next subsequent chunk
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Ci,g+1 temporarily having the highest internal request probability. Because those chunks whose
sequence number are less than or equal to g will never be requested again by the same user. Therefore,
we increase IRXI fi

(g+ 1) by Pfi
(1)− Pfi

(g) so that IRXI fi
(g+ 1) is the highest one currently. Secondly,

the IRXI fi
(j) of the cached subsequent chunks will be added the same value ∆µ so that the same

request probability tendency remains compared with the chunk-level internal request probability Pfi
(j).

Finally, if there is a new user request for file fi, which refers to the first chunk Ci,1 being requested,
according to Equation (6), the IRXI fi(j) of chunks in file fi will return back to the initial value and equal
to Pfi(j).

When a request for Ci,g is received, the subsequent chunks of file fi will likely be requested later.
Therefore, the IRXI fi

(j) of the subsequent chunks is temporarily increased by ∆µ, that is, if any of
these chunks are cached in the router, they will have high probability of being requested soon and
should not be easily replaced by the cache replacement algorithm, as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. IRXI fi
(j) calculation.

The temporarily increased IRXI fi
(j) of the subsequent chunks should be recovered to Pfi

(j) after
being requested, and, based on Equations (5) and (6), the calculation of IRXI fi

(j) is summarized in
Equation (7).

IRXI fi
(j) =


Pfi

(j), Ci,j is initially cached;
Pfi

(j) + ∆µ, Ci,g is requested, (j > g);
Pfi

(j), Ci,j is requested.
(7)

The Update/Recover procedure is presented in Algorithm 1. When an ICN router receives
a request for chunk CI,g, the cache space is traversed and the value of IRXI fi

(j) within file fi is
checked for an updating or recovery. According to Algorithm 1, the time complexity of IRXI fi

(j)
update/recover process is O(n), where n denotes the total number of chunks cached in the router.

Algorithm 1 IRXI fi
(j) Update/Recover

Require: Pfi
(j), ∆µ, CI,g

1: while All cached chunk Ci,j in the cache space do

2: if i = I then

3: if j > g then

4: IRXI fi
(j)← Pfi

(j) + ∆µ
5: else if j = g then

6: IRXI fi
(j)← Pfi

(j)
7: end if
8: end if
9: end while

In summary, according to Equations (1)–(4) and (7), the RXI(i, j) of chunk Ci,j is given, which is
the gist of the RXI algorithm.
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3.2. RXI-Based Cache Replacement Algorithm

In an ICN router, the chunk with the minimum RXI(i, j) denotes that the chunk Ci,j has the lowest
expectation of being requested in the future. Therefore, when cache replacement occurs, the RXI(i, j)
of each cached chunk is calculated according to the current value of Pf (i) and IRXI fi

(j). Subsequently,
the cached chunk with the minimum RXI(i, j) is evicted, as shown in Algorithm 2. Since the RXI(i, j)
of each cached chunk is calculated when cache replacement occurs, a traversal of cache space is needed
for the calculations; thus, the time complexity of RXI-based cache replacement algorithm is O(n).

Algorithm 2 RXI-based Cache Replacement

Require: Pf (i), IRXI fi
(j), MinRXI, MinChunk

1: MinRXI ← 1
2: while All cached chunk Ci,j in the cache space do

3: RXI(i, j)← Pf (i)× IRXI fi
(j)

4: if MinRXI > RXI(i, j) then

5: MinRXI ← RXI(i, j)
6: MinChunk← Ci,j
7: end if
8: end while
9: Evict the chunk MinChunk

4. Simulations and Results

We implement the RXI cache replacement algorithm in the ndnSIM [42] simulator. We compare
the proposed scheme with other cache replacement algorithms: LRU, LFU and TLP-TTH. To explicitly
address the performance of the RXI algorithm, we adopt the default cache decision policy named
Leave Copy Everywhere (LCE) to work cooperatively with the cache replacement algorithm.

The simulation is implemented by using two topologies: a 5-level complete binary tree topology,
as shown in Figure 5a, and a hybrid topology consisting of a core network and access networks,
as shown in Figure 5b. The China Education and Research Network (CERNET) [43], which is the
first nationwide education and research computer network in China, is selected as the core network,
and we use a 3-level complete binary tree for the access networks.

(a) (b)

Figure 5. Simulation topologies. (a) hierarchical topology; (b) hybrid topology.

According to the Cisco Virtual Networking Index (CVNI) project [1], the video streaming delivery
has become a major consumer of network traffic and is representative of streaming transmission.
We therefore customize the chunk-by-chunk video streaming request model for our simulations in
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both scenarios. Four metrics are adopted to evaluate the performance of the replacement policies in
each scenario:

1. Average cache hit ratio is used as the primary performance metric to measure the cache utilization
efficiency. In our simulation, the cache hit ratio is calculated individually by each router and
represents the number of cache hits divided by the number of requests received by each router.

2. Average hop count indicates the average transmission round-trip distance (the sum of the hops of
one pair of request and data packets transferred) for each video chunk delivery.

3. Network traffic represents the sum of the data forwarded by every ICN router during the
entire simulation.

4. Total retrieval time denotes the sum of the retrieval time between a request being sent and the data
bing received by the users.

4.1. Scenario 1: Hierarchical Topology with One Producer

In this scenario, we evaluate the performance of the cache replacement algorithms in the 5-level
complete binary tree topology. We implement one video streaming server connected to the root router
as the black router shows in Figure 5a. Twenty-five video streaming files are supplied on this server,
and each contains 1000 chunks that can be requested independently. Accordingly, the total chunk
number is 25,000 items. With respect to the file-level popularity, studies have shown that it follows
the Zipf distribution. Therefore, we implement 100 video viewers connected to the leaf routers, as
represented by the white routers in Figure 5a, and the popularity of requests for different video files
follows a Zipf distribution (α = 0.8) [44]. In addition, these viewers request videos with given intervals
that are assumed to follow the Exponential distribution with a mean of 1 s, that is, the time unit δt
of the REQ f (i) measurement is set to 1 s. Additionally, the viewer requests for a video following the
order of the sequence number j from the beginning of the video, but may stop before the end of the
video. According to the observations in study [41], a Pareto distribution (with the mean between 54%
and 61% of the total video length) fits the measured viewer request duration. Therefore, we assume
that the request duration of viewers follows the Pareto distribution with a mean of 57% of the video
duration. The simulation is performed across a range of cache capacity from 200 chunks to 2000 chunks
for each ICN node.

The simulation results presented in Figure 6a,b show significant differences among the LRU,
LFU, TLP-TTH and RXI-based algorithm. The average cache hit ratio and the average hop
count are calculated among each ICN router with the router cache capacity ranging from 200
chunks to 2000 chunks. Compared with TLP-TTH, the average cache hit ratio is improved
from 7.44% to 8.05% by the RXI-based algorithm, thus the average cache hit ratio increment is over
8%, while TLP-TTH shows an 11% increment over LFU. Therefore, the overall performance increment
is approximately 20% for the RXI-based algorithm compared with LFU and 32% compared with
LRU. The RXI-based algorithm shows a 1.1% decrement in average transfer distance compared with
TLP-TTH and a nearly 3.3% decrement compared with LFU. The results above show that, compared
with the reference algorithms, the RXI-based algorithm enhances the utilization of the cache space;
thus, viewers can acquire video chunks from closer routers. In other words, the RXI-based algorithm
lightens the pressure on the original video sources. The RXI-based algorithm reduces the total network
traffic and the total retrieval time compared with LRU, LFU and TLP-TTH, as shown in Figure 6c,d.
Because of the reduction in the average delivery distance between viewers and the target content
chunks, the unnecessary network traffic among intermediate routers and the average retrieval time are
reduced. These reductions are further intensified by the high cache hit ratio of the RXI-based algorithm.
In conclusion, to deliver the same number of video chunks, the RXI-based algorithm consumes less
network resources and requires less time than LRU, LFU and TLP-TTH, and when the cache size is
limited (e.g., cache size < 1400 chunks), the improvement is more evident.
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Figure 6. Simulation results of hierarchical topology. (a) average cache hit ratio; (b) average hop count;
(c) network traffic; (d) total retrieval time. LFU: Least Frequently Used; TLP-TTH: Two-level popularity
oriented time-to-hold policy.

The performance improvements are mainly due to the following facts. Fine-grained estimation of
future request probability helps with the accurate prediction of future request behaviors, so that the
underutilized cache capacity can be efficiently used. For instance, both the TLP-TTH and RXI-based
algorithm adopt two-levels of the request popularity for cache replacement, and both algorithms
significantly improve the network performance compared with LRU and LFU, which only take the
simple chunk-by-chunk request probability into account, as confirmed in all four figures of Figure 5.
In addition, unlike TLP-TTH, the RXI-based algorithm includes the chunk-level internal request
probability and introduces a unified estimation criteria of possible future request probability for all
cached chunks, which may belong to different files and be located in different positions in the file.
Therefore, by further considering the internal relationships among chunks within a file, the estimation
of future request probability is more accurate, so that the network performance is further improved by
the RXI-based algorithm, as shown in Figure 6. Nevertheless, accurate estimation of request probability
requires more calculation resources. Due to the simple principle of LRU and LFU, the eviction time
complexity can achieve O(1). By contrast, the eviction time complexity of TLP-TTH and RXI-based
algorithm is higher, but still able to attain linear time complexity O(n).

In addition, we are curious about how the RXI-based algorithm performs in different domains
of a network. Therefore, we recalculate the cache hit ratio of scenario 1 (cache size = 800 chunks) in
different network regions. One interesting observation is that, compared with the other algorithms,
the RXI-based algorithm increases the cache hit ratio at the edge of the network and at the intermediate
routers allocated at the core network, as shown in Figure 7. The improvement in the intermediate
network is mostly due to the accurate and independent estimation of the future request probability of
the cached chunks at each router, and the eviction of the chunk that has the lowest expectation of been
requested later.
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Figure 7. Average cache hit ratio in different levels of hierarchical topology.

4.2. Scenario 2: Hybrid Topology with Multiple Producers

In this scenario, we aim to present the network performance of cache schemes on a complex hybrid
network topology. To evaluate the performance in a realistic scenario, video servers are connected to
the edges of the access networks. We place three streaming sources that are connected to the black
routers, and 100 video viewers are connected to other leaf nodes (white routers) in each access network,
as shown in Figure 5b. We randomly place 25 video streaming files in these streaming sources so that
the viewers may request these videos from other access networks. With the exception of the topology
difference, all of the configurations are the same as in scenario 1.

In the complex network topology and request model, the performance improvement of the
RXI-based algorithm is still good, as shown in Figure 8. Since the average cache hit ratio and
the average hop count are significantly improved by the RXI-based algorithm compared with the
other three policies, unnecessary network traffic and the content retrieval time are reduced.
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Figure 8. Simulation results of hybrid topology. (a) average cache hit ratio; (b) average hop count;
(c) network traffic; (d) total retrieval time.
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Because the RXI(i, j) is calculated independently at each router based on real-time observations
and current streaming request status, the complexity of the network topology and the request
model does not affect the performance of the RXI-based algorithm. In addition, the RXI-based
algorithm can also avoid additional management overhead, such as messages or control packets
transmission, which may obviously increase the network burden in the complex network topology.
On the basis of these results, we can conclude that the RXI-based algorithm can be deployed in complex
network scenarios.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, the in-network caching management algorithm over ICN is investigated.
A RXI-based caching replacement algorithm customized for streaming delivery over ICN is proposed.
We have introduced RXI to offer a unified estimation criteria of possible future request probability for
cached chunks. RXI adopts both file-level and chunk-level internal request probability and is estimated
according to the dynamically varied request status at each ICN router. We have evaluated the proposed
algorithm in two scenarios by comparing with the LRU, LFU and TLP-TTH. The simulation results
indicate that the RXI-based algorithm evicts the cached chunk with the minimum RXI in order to
maintain high cache utilization, and improves the ICN network performance in several aspects.
In addition, the RXI-based algorithm can also avoid additional management overhead, such as control
packets transmission. Thus, the proposed algorithm can be deployed in complex network scenarios,
as proved by the results. In conclusion, by taking fine-grained request probability and dynamically
varied request status into consideration, the customized in-network caching management algorithm
specifically for streaming delivery can further improve the ICN network performance.
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